Collection
What’s that?

Approach your Church leadership with the suggestion of holding a collection for the ETF. This campaign is ideal from combining with ‘Talk your Church round’ (giving a talk at Church about the ETF).

Why?

Eleven reasons for supporting the ETF financially
1.

ETF Leuven provides theological courses that use the Bible as a guideline.

2.

Students and alumni of the ETF are trained in theory and practice for work in Churches,
on the mission field and in Christian organisations.

3.

The ETF is dependent on gifts for 35% of its income.

4.

The ETF provides a framework in which students can develop personally and spiritually.

5.

The ETF is interdenominational (interchurch). This makes us unique and interesting. One
disadvantage of this is that we are not structurally supported by a Church denomi-nation.

6.

All the lecturers and professors linked to the ETF have Christian convictions.

7.

ETF alumni take up positions throughout society and so can make a difference all around
the world and in all parts of society.

8.

Maintaining the ETF library is a costly matter. As an academic faculty, it is of great importance that the collection is and remains up-to-date and relevant.

9.

The ETF uses its financial means with the greatest of care. This means, for example, that
tasks such as cleaning and catering are done by the students themselves.

10.

Students and staff are very committed to the ETF, which means that the vision of the ETF
is pursued efficiently and purposefully.

11.

The ETF is dedicated to theological education on an international scale that is true to the
Bible. This means that we have students from all over the world studying at our faculty.

Collection (part 2)
How?

1. Download the ETF logo and make a PowerPoint slide to show at Church. This can be projected
during the collection.
2. Explain to your Church what the ETF is and why the ETF needs spiritual and financial support.
3. Pass on the following payment details to the Church leadership, so that they can transfer the
proceeds.

In Belgium
IBAN
BE86 2300 0873 3050
BIC
GEBABEBB
In the Netherlands
IBAN
NL36 INGB 0002 2068 98
BIC
INGBNL2A
In the name of ‘Stichting Vrienden van de ETF’
(Friends of the ETF) in Nijmegen
In Germany
IBAN
DE02 4401 0046 0751 5454 66
BIC
PBNKDEFF
Bank
Postbank Dortmund
Kontoinhaber
Förderverein der ETF e.V.

In the USA
You can send a cheque or donate online (Paypal/creditcard):
North Valley Community Foundation (Chico, CA)
240 Main Street - Suite 260, Chico - CA 95928 – USA
avalavanis@nvcf.org
For those familiar with National Christian Foundation:
‘The Evangelical Theological Faculty Fund’ - Account ID 478989
www.nationalchristian.com
In Canada
You can send a cheque or donate online (creditcard):
‘ETF – African scholarship’ or ‘ETF – Eastern European scholarship’
Outreach Canada - 2-7201 72nd Street, Delta - BC V4G 1M5 – Canada
or
You can send a cheque or donate online (creditcard):
reSource Leadership International 5335 Gainsberg Road - Bowser, BC V0R 1G0 - Canada
Give to General Fund and mention ‘for ETF’

